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SKILLS WORKSHOP 1 Equitable Compensation  Facilitators: the Rev Dr. Karen D. Moore  and the Rev Jeremy Howell,  reps to NACEC 

 A.  Overview of the three topics: 1. Advocacy and Accountability 2.  Budget;  Juggling the Balancing Act  3.  
Communication and Relationships. Handouts: par 625, 342,   and Judicial Council Decision 492,   B.  This session: 
Accountability:   What are the  responsibilities of the CEC? (Knowing our limitations).  Review in detail the responsibilities listed in 
¶625. C.  Introduce yourself and your leadership responsibility and your experience with CEC.   
Activity: Give each table certain 625, and 342 Judicial Council Decision 492 relevant to CEC and have the tables discuss why it is 
relevant and what the implications of the paragraph are.   What is the most first priority of 625?  Allow your group to examine 3 
items under 625.   What problems might arise if the ¶ is not followed?  Set your priorities for your AC in consultation with others at 
your table.   
Discussion: What did they learn?  Follow-up with key questions, such as “Is equitable compensation a right or a privilege? 
(review par 342.2)  For whom?”  Relevant Judicial Decisions.  a. Who are the members of your CEC? Do they reflect the diversity of 
your Conference?  Laity, Clergy?  How many are from churches smaller than 200 members?  How many members are from 
churches which receive subsidy grants? 
SKILLS WORKSHOP 2 Advocacy:  How we talk about equitable compensation to the AC, to the Pastor, to the Local Church, 
and the DS!  Handout References or pdf files online:   The Guidelines, BOD ¶423, 624,  and Judicial Council Decision 1038, 587,       
Teaching the abstract: Defining terms.    Refer to Guidelines “Our Specialized Language”  
Activity: How does your AC determine base compensation?  How does your CEC set policy with regard to pastoral support?  Who 
does/does not receive equitable comp.?  How do you communicate with the SPRC.  What is your application process?  
Discussion: What did you learn?  What are some differences you have heard that you might take back to your own AC?  How 
can you go about changing how your AC handles these matters?  Relevant Judicial Decisions. 
SKILLS WORKSHOP 3 Nuts and Bolts of Advocacy and Accountability Part II  Advocacy for the Pastors in Your AC and an 
Arrearage Policy.  What is the timeline for proposing legislation to your AC . .   Handouts:  par 624, and Judicial council decision 
587  and sample arrearage policy.     
Teaching the Abstract:   Evaluate your minimum base compensation, is it adequate? Is equitable compensation limited to salary 
and housing?  What else might we include? Arrearage Policy Review from Guidelines: Developing an annual schedule and 
quadrennial planning  Quadrennial planning Talk about how to conduct a meeting (especially pre-meeting prep) 
Activity: One table:  Have the participants develop an annual schedule ?  What problems have you encountered with your current 
schedule?  How have others at your table dealt with similar issues?  What would you like to see change in your AC during your 
tenure on CEC? Table Two study sample arrearage policy and modify for your AC.  Table Three  Writing an agenda and 
conducting a meeting.  Table Four: What else should be included in Minimum base compensation?  
Discussion: What did you learn?  What are some differences you have heard that you might take back to your own AC?  How 
can you go about changing how your AC handles these matters? 
SKILLS WORKSHOP 4   Nuts and Bolts of  Budget:  Balancing the Budget as  A Juggling Act  Part One 
Handouts refer again to 624,  Judicial Council Decision 579 and 1013, guaranteed appointment 1226   
Teaching the abstract:  What goes into preparing a budget? What does an application look like?  (Here we might want to have 
examples for other AC’s.) What is the CEC Budget?  Who recommends to whom?  What is fair?  Who decides?  How do you get 
your budget approved?  how to involve the cabinet in CEC budget concerns?  
Activity: Share your application process.  What is good about it?  What is bad? 
How does your CEC come up with a budget?  By what process is it submitted to the AC? How does that process work for you? 
How do you know pastors are actually receiving the Minimum? Do you have a method of certification of payment?  
Discussion: What did you learn during your exchange at lunch with the Treasurers and Members of CFA?  What are some 
differences you have heard that you might take back to your own AC?  How can you go about changing how your AC handles these 
matters?  Too many applications and not enough money? The Church and eligibility.   
SKILLS WORKSHOP 5 Nuts and Bolts of Budgeting Part Two  
Teaching: Who needs to be at your meetings?  (This may include people not on CEC.)  Who needs to be on your speed 
dial?  What is the relationship between CEC and the CFA? Arrearage policy. 
Activity: Discuss the relationship between your CEC and the Cabinet.  How can you improve this? What funding guidelines has you 
CEC presented to the AC for Adoptions.  What limitations?   How is the subsidy grant sent?  Should it ever be sent directly to the 
pastor (use the church's tax ID number)  What happens when CEC refuses to fund? What did you learn at the lunch meeting? 
Discussion: What are the concerns we share?   
SKILLS WORKSHOP 6 Communications and The limits of CEC and beyond   
Teaching: Review some of the questions and major points 
Small Groups   Table One:  Communication with CFA;  Table Two Communication with the Cabinet:  Table Three 
Communicating with pastors and local churches. Table Four: how to help church reduce their asking for subsidy grants.  
  Discussion;  What works/What doesn’t work in your AC? and What have you learned,  What do you want to do at the 
Consultation in 2014?  Who are some leaders you would like to see there?  What changes to AC policy or The BOD would make 
things more equitable? 
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¶ 624. Payment Obligation— 1. Each church or charge has an obligation to pay the full compensation as approved by 
the charge conference, to its pastor( s). If it becomes apparent that a church or charge will be unable to so provide the 
compensation approved by the charge conference, the church or charge SPRC chair, finance chair, or treasurer, shall 
immediately notify, both in writing and verbally, the pastor, district superintendent and congregation. This communication 
shall indicate all avenues explored to meet the salary, including requesting consideration for a short-term emergency 
subsidy grant from the Equitable Compensation Fund (¶ 625.7). If it becomes necessary to modify a pastor’s 
compensation, it shall occur at the end of the conference appointment year. 2. In the event the annual conference has 
no arrearage policy in place, all such claims shall be subject to, and controlled by, the civil laws applicable to such claims 
in the state in which the claim arises. Any pastor who does not receive a full scheduled payment of the approved 
compensation shall immediately report such, in writing, to the church or charge SPRC chair, church council chair, and 
district superintendent. Failure to report in a timely fashion may result in surrender of any/ all arrearage claims, subject to 
the annual conference arrearage policy (¶ 625.2. d). 
 ¶ 625. Equitable Compensation— 1. There shall be in each annual conference a commission on equitable 
compensation or other structure to provide for these functions and maintain the connectional relationships. It shall be 
composed of an equal number of lay and clergypersons, including at least one layperson and one clergyperson from 
churches of fewer than two hundred members, who are nominated by the conference nominating committee and elected 
by and amenable to the annual conference. It is recommended that in selection of commission members, consideration 
shall be given to inclusiveness. In addition, one district superintendent named by the cabinet shall be a member. 
 2. It is the purpose of the commission on equitable compensation to support full-time clergy serving as pastors in the 
charges of the annual conference by: (a) recommending conference standards for pastoral support; (b) administering 
funds to be used in base compensation supplementation; and (c) providing counsel and advisory material on pastoral 
support to district superintendents and committees on pastor-parish relations; and (d) submitting an arrearage policy to 
be adopted by the annual conference. For pastors receiving equitable compensation, once the base compensation 
supplementation has been paid by the annual conference, and the minimum base compensation and base 
compensation supplementation has been received by the pastor, the annual conference shall have no further financial 
obligation or responsibility to the pastor, the charge or anyone else regarding the pastor’s compensation.  
3. The commission shall carefully study the needs for additional support within the conference and the sources of 
income and shall recommend annually to the conference for its action a schedule of minimum base compensation for all 
full-time pastors or those clergy members of the annual conference appointed less than full-time to a local church, 
subject to such rules and regulations as the conference may adopt (¶ 338.1, .2). 70 
 4. In some instances, for missional reasons, consideration may be given by the conference commission on equitable 
compensation to make funds available for the deacon in full connection when the primary appointment is to a local 
church. 
5. Consistent with the provisions of this paragraph, the primary responsibility for the payment of pastoral base 
compensation remains with individual pastoral charges. 71 
 6. On recommendation of the commission on equitable compensation, the annual conference may authorize the 
utilization of the Equitable Compensation Fund to provide for supplementing base compensation beyond the minimum 
base compensation schedule. Special attention shall be given to ethnic pastors serving ethnic ministries, with particular 
attention given to Native American pastors serving Native American ministries. In all cases (ethnic or nonethnic), 
emphasis shall be given to funding entry-level appointments in a teaching parish in a station church, circuit, or 
cooperative parish and/ or equivalent, or to a cooperative parish.  
7. In consultation with the commission on equitable compensation, the council on finance and administration shall 
recommend to the conference its estimate of the amount required to support the schedule of minimum base 
compensation and base compensation supplements for the pastors, as adopted by the conference. The conference 
council on finance and administration shall apportion the amount approved by the conference as an item of clergy 
support to the districts or the charges as the conference may direct (¶ 614.1e). 72  
8. The Equitable Compensation Fund, secured as described above in ¶ ¶ 614.1e and 625.7, shall be disbursed under 
the direction of the commission on equitable compensation.  
9. The Equitable Compensation Fund, secured as described in 7, shall be used to provide each pastor who receives less 
than the minimum base compensation with an additional amount sufficient to make the base compensation approved by 
the pastoral charge plus the supplemental aid or income from other sources equal to the minimum base compensation 
approved by the conference. An annual conference may set a maximum amount to be used in attaining such minimum 
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base compensation in any given case, and it may set its own policy regarding the number of years for which a pastoral 
charge is eligible to receive equitable base  compensation funds, provided that no member in good standing who is 
appointed to a pastoral charge is denied the minimum base compensation (¶ 342). 73 
 10. In light of our constitutional commitment to Ecumenical Relations (Division One— General, ¶ 6, Article VI), the 
commission should give consideration in setting standards for clergy support for those ministers who have had their 
orders recognized for service in The United Methodist Church (¶ 346.2) and whose years of service include ministry 
exercised in other denominations, especially those coming from the churches of the Pan-Methodist Commission and 
other member churches of the Churches Uniting In Christ.  
11. The commission shall assemble and distribute to the charges and the district superintendents advisory material for 
use in the process of negotiating the total of each pastoral support package, the schedule of minimum base 
compensation, and other information relevant to the establishment of more equitable base compensation by all the 
charges of the conference.  
12. The guidelines of the annual conference program of equitable clergy support shall, insofar as possible, be observed 
by the bishops and district superintendents in arranging charges and making appointments. Each full-time pastor or 
those clergy members of the annual conference appointed less than full-time under episcopal appointment to a local 
church are eligible for participation in the annual conference program of equitable base compensation (¶ 342.1, .2). 
 13. The commission may suggest to the annual conference for its consideration equitable base compensation ranges 
for the pastors and/ or charges, and the annual conference may suggest such equitable base compensation ranges to 
the charges for their consideration. 
 
¶ 627. Pastors’ Expenses and Allowances— Local churches shall report to the annual conference, in the manner 
indicated on the annual conference report form, expenditures for the following purposes: (1) amounts reimbursed to 
pastors for expenses incurred by them in the fulfillment of their professional responsibilities; (2) amounts paid to or for 
pastors as allowances (including housing allowance) in addition to base compensation. Local churches are encouraged 
to consider guidelines provided by the annual conference and/ or the General Council on Finance and Administration in 
setting and reporting the amounts of such allowances and reimbursements. 
 
¶ 342. Support for Elders in Full Connection Appointed to Pastoral Charges— To strengthen the effectiveness of 
the connectional system, assumption of the obligations of the itinerant ministry required upon admission to the traveling 
connection places upon the Church a counter obligation to provide adequate support for the entire ministry of the Church 
(¶ 620). The Church shall provide, and the ordained minister is entitled to receive, not less than the equitable 
compensation established by the annual conference for clergy members according to provisions of ¶ 625.3.26 
 1. Support for Elders in Full Connection Appointed to Pastoral Charges Who Render Full-Time Service— Each elder in 
full connection of an annual conference who is in good standing and who is appointed to full-time service under the 
provision of ¶ 338.1 shall have a claim upon the conference Equitable Compensation Fund and a right to receive not less 
than base compensation established by the annual conference for persons in full-time service. 27  
2. Support for Ordained Elders Appointed to Pastoral Charges Who Render Less than Full-Time Service— Each elder in 
full connection who is in good standing and who is appointed by the bishop to less than full-time service under the 
provisions of ¶ 338.2 shall have a claim upon the conference Equitable Compensation Fund in one-quarter increments 
according to the guidelines established by the annual conference commission on equitable compensation.  
3. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the benefits provided to ordained ministers, in addition to the cash 
compensation, under the benefit programs administered by the General Board of Pension and Health Benefits may be 
different for ordained ministers serving full-time as pastors to local charges and for ordained ministers serving other 
types of appointments. 
 4. No pastor shall be entitled to any claim for unpaid base compensation against any church or charge served after 
pastoral connection with the church or charge has ceased. 
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Decision No. 492 

In Re: Right of a Ministerial Member in Good Standing of an Annual Conference to an Appointment and Financial 
Responsibility for Failure to Appoint. 

DIGEST OF CASE 
A ministerial member in good standing of an Annual Conference is entitled to an appointment and must be remunerated 
for the period of time that no appointment is made. This amount shall be not less than the conference minimum salary 
and other remuneration, provided in the conference rules prorated for the period without appointment. The Conference 
Council on Finance and Administration shall be responsible for such payment.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On June 7, 1980, the Wisconsin Annual Conference in session voted to appeal the decisions of the Bishop regarding the 
appointment and financial support of ministerial member Jerry Eckert.  
 The record indicates that the minister in question was left without appointment for a period of thirty-eight (38) 
days in the fall of 1978. The Bishop ruled that the basis for this action was Par. 419 which requires the members to offer 
themselves without reserve to be appointed and serve as their superiors direct. The conference member had indicated 
during the consultation that he preferred not to leave his present residence.  
 Subsequently the Bishop did appoint the member to a charge but the question of liability for compensation for 
the 38 days was not resolved.  
 The Revs. Jerry Eckert, Richard Truitt and David Hinshaw appeared at an oral hearing before the Judicial 
Council on October 30, 1980.  
JURISDICTION 
The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under Par. 2511 of the 1976 Discipline . (Par. 2611 1980 Discipline)  
ANALYSIS  
The Cabinet of the Wisconsin Annual Conference had difficulty in finding a new appointment for Jerry Eckert because of 
his reluctance to change his residence. There was a consultation regarding an appointment but the record indicates that 
the Bishop never actually made an appointment. No appointment was refused by the member. Such an action is clearly 
necessary if the process as defined in Par. 527 is to be fulfilled. While consultation, process and criteria as defined in 
Par. 528, 529 and 530 are relevant to the decision, the final question of appointment rests in Par. 451: All ministerial 
members who are in good standing in an Annual Conference shall receive annually appointment by the bishop unless 
they are granted a sabbatical leave, a disability leave, or are on leave of absence or retired.  
 In this case it was necessary for the bishop to make a clear and unambiguous announcement of an 
appointment. That is the only way that the bishop could determine whether the member had refused or limited his 
availability for appointment. It is a common situation that during consultation and negotiation persons state conditions 
which they may subsequently modify or even withdraw. It appears that this is what happened and that if the bishop had 
in fact made an appointment the member could have complied by accepting.  
 A conference member left without appointment is entitled to financial remuneration for that period.  
 The normal and usual source for pastoral salaries is the charge to which the pastor is appointed, as indicated in 
Par. 929. In this particular case there is a 38 day period when the pastor was without appointment, and therefore no 
pastoral charge is responsible for remuneration.  
 Since during this period the pastor received less than the equitable salary of the conference for the year, Par. 
934.5 applies.  
 It is clear in Par. 934.5 that the equitable salary fund shall be used to provide each pastor who received less 
than the minimum salary an additional amount to bring the total funds received up to the minimum approved by the 
conference. Jerry Eckert, as a member of the conference, had a right during this period to receive not less than the 
conference minimum as prorated. This is in harmony with Council Decision No. 456 dealing with another specific case of 
a pastor not receiving salary equal to the conference minimum when left without appointment for a different reason.  
 The question asked in this case deals not only with salary but also with "other remuneration". Par. 936 identifies 
such items as: 
 The total of all travel, automobile, and other expenses allowed and paid to a pastor in addition to his salary.  
 The conference member is entitled to such other remuneration as specified in the conference rules.  
 The Conference Council on Finance and Administration has responsibility for providing funds for the payment of 
conference minimum salary and other remuneration in the situation of a ministerial member in good standing left without 
appointment.  
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DECISION 
A ministerial member in good standing of an Annual Conference is entitled to an appointment and must be remunerated 
for the period of time that no appointment is made. This amount shall be not less than the conference minimum salary 
and other remuneration, provided in the conference rules prorated for the period without appointment. The Conference 
Council on Finance and Administration shall be responsible for such payment.  
CONCURRING OPINION  
Our understanding of the law of the church requires us to join in this decision, but in fairness to the Bishop and cabinet 
we express some reluctance. They appear to have acted with unusual sensitivity and regard for the minister, his wife 
and the church to which appointment was proposed. In the consultation with the Pastor-Parish Relations Committee, the 
minister made it clear that he and his wife did not want to leave their home, in considerable part because of his wife's 
work and schooling. He described what their life-style meant to his wife and spoke of her mental and physical health. He 
proposed that he would commute to and from the church a distance of some twenty miles. The committee made it 
equally clear they wanted a pastor who would live in their parsonage and be part of their community. They asked that the 
appointment not be made.  
The Bishop had the legal authority to make the appointment, but obviously felt it would be both unwise and unfair.  
 
The Bishop and cabinet continued to try to find a suitable appointment, not an easy task so long as consideration was 
given to the desires of the minister and his wife.  
 At one point the Bishop spoke of the possibility of a Leave of Absence while the search continued. The minister 
asked for time to consider that procedure. How many days elapsed before he expressed his unwillingness to take a 
leave does not appear, but finally a charge was located that was willing to have the minister as pastor, even though he 
commuted 112 miles. He was in that appointment for about six months, then for about two months at a church to which 
he commuted 82 miles, and finally his present charge was found which is 24 miles from his home.  
 In view of the foregoing circumstances, the result of this case seems unfortunate but inescapable.  
Alvin J. Lindgren Hoover Rupert Gene E. Sease Leonard D. Slutz  
Friday, October 31, 1980.  

Judicial Council Decision No. 1038 

In Re: Review of Bishop’s Decision of Law in the Rocky Mountain Annual Conference Related to Whether Elders and 
Licensed Local Pastors May Be Permitted to Waive Compensation under an Annual Conference’s Clergy Minimum 
Compensation Plan. 

DIGEST OF CASE 
The bishop’s decision of law is affirmed. A proposed amendment allowing clergy to waive base minimum compensation 
cannot be added to the conference base minimum compensation plan. The proposed amendment would be applicable to 
all clergy categories, but elders and local pastors are not permitted to waive base minimum compensation.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 
During the 2005 regular session of the Rocky Mountain Annual Conference, the Commission on Equitable 
Compensation petitioned the conference to approve its report for minimum base compensation. The petition provided: 
A. Minimum Base Compensation  
1. The Rocky Mountain Conference Minimum Base Compensation for clergy [Elders, Deacons, Probationers, and Local 
Pastors] who are in good standing and appointed to full-time service according to the provisions of the 2004 Book of 
Discipline will be $27,693 effective January 1, 2006. This minimum compensation is 59% of the 2006 Conference 
Average Compensation (CAC) of $46,937. 
2. For clergy who are in good standing and appointed to less than full-time service, the Minimum Base Compensation 
shall be adjusted in one-quarter increments. 
 An elder in full connection moved to amend the report by adding the following sentence to the end of paragraph 
2: “Clergy may choose to waive minimum base compensation.” A written request for a decision of law was made asking 
the bishop to “make a determination . . . that . . . ¶ 342 is not applicable [to the purposed amendment].” The written 
request was submitted during the regular business of a session. In order to facilitate review, the bishop has reported his 
decision of law in the manner and in the time frame provided by ¶ 2609.6 of the 2004 Book of Discipline.  
 The bishop ruled: “The proposed amendment … would allow ‘clergy … to waive minimum base compensation 
…’ in violation of the 2004 Book of Discipline. . . .” He said, “The Discipline allows deacons to receive an appointment to 
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a non-salaried appointment. (¶ 331.6.d.) … [and] no other categories of clergy are specifically named as being allowed 
to waive their salary/compensation. Only deacons are specifically permitted to waive compensation.” He further ruled: 
¶ 342 of The Discipline requires that the ‘Church shall provide … not less than the equitable compensation established 
by the annual conference…’ I understand this to say that elders appointed to a local church must receive compensation, 
and the amount must equal or exceed the annual conference’s base minimum. 
 
¶ 318.1 of The Discipline requires local pastors to ‘receive … an amount equal to or larger than the minimum base 
compensation …’ when appointed to full-time service. ¶ 318.2 is not clear on minimum compensation for less than full-
time local pastors. But in reading the two paragraphs together, I understand them to say that local pastors must equal or 
exceed the annual conference’s base minimum (proportionately applied to less than full-time, as applicable). 
 Therefore, I have determined that only deacons can waive ‘minimum base compensation’ or be appointed to 
non-salaried positions. 
 An annual conference cannot adopt policies or guidelines which would prevent the payment of minimum 
compensation to full members in good standing. (citations omitted) 
 The proposed amendment uses the broad term ‘clergy,’ thereby including not only deacons but also elders and 
licensed local pastors. Since neither elders nor licensed local pastors are allowed to waive minimum base 
compensation, and an annual conference cannot prevent the payment of minimum base compensation, the proposed 
amendment violates the 2004 Book of Discipline. . . . 

Jurisdiction 
The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under ¶ 2609.6 of the 2004 Discipline. 

Analysis and Rationale 
Paragraph 342 is clear in stating that “[t]he Church shall provide, and the ordained minister is entitled to receive, not less 
than the equitable compensation established by the annual conference for clergy members. . . .” Paragraphs 342.1 and 
342.2 set out that principle for elders in full-time service and elders in less than full time service. In Decision 579 the 
Judicial Council interpreted these provisions as requiring each annual conference to “establish basic minimum salary for 
members of the conference and that the conference could not make rules which would deprive any full member in good 
standing of basic minimum salary.” Local pastors cannot waive minimum base compensation. See ¶ 318. Elders and 
local pastors are entitled to receive not less than the equitable compensation established by the annual conference. See 
Decision 968. Only deacons may choose to waive minimum base compensation. Paragraph 331.6.d allows deacons in 
full connection to be appointed, at their request or with their consent, to a non-salaried position. 
 The bishop’s decision of law is affirmed. The amendment violates the Discipline. Since the proposed 
amendment would apply to all categories of clergy, those that may waive minimum base compensation and those that 
may not waive minimum base compensation, the amendment does not meet disciplinary requirements and cannot be 
added to the conference’s minimum base compensation plan. 

Decision 
 The bishop’s decision of law of the bishop is affirmed. A proposed amendment allowing clergy to waive base 
minimum compensation cannot be added to the conference base minimum compensation plan. The proposed 
amendment would be applicable to all clergy categories, but elders and local pastors are not permitted to waive base 
minimum compensation.  
April 28, 2006 
Friday, April 28, 2006.  
 
 
 
 
 

Decision No. 587 
In Re: Minimum Salary Policies and Procedures in the New Hampshire Conference. 

DIGEST OF CASE 
At the 1987 session of the New Hampshire Annual Conference John A. and Priscilla R. MacDougall presented a written 
request to Presiding Bishop George W. Bashore to make rulings on 14 asserted statements of fact and/or church law. 
The ultimate request was for a ruling that, as full members of the conference with a full-time appointment within the 
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meaning of 436.1 of the 1984 Discipline, the petitioners were entitled as a matter of right to receive not less than 
minimum salary established by the Annual Conference for persons in full-time service, which entitlement was a 
responsibility of the Annual Conference and the Conference Council on Finance and Administration.  
 The response or ruling of the Bishop was simply: "I am ready to verify the validity of the principles listed in the 15 
(sic) principles." We take this to be an affirmative ruling on each assertion of fact and/or law contained in the written 
request.  
 The ruling came before the Judicial Council for review as provided in 2612 of the 1984 Discipline.  
 The length of the request and the variety of matters included make it difficult for the Judicial Council to 
determine the facts in every instance. Many of the items, for example, refer at least in part to factual matters of 
conference membership, records, or rules, dates of actions, correspondence, or payments, and internal decisions of 
groups about which the Judicial Council lacks direct knowledge. It does not appear that such details are at issue in this 
case.  
 It does appear that the central issue is the authority of an Annual Conference or its Commission on 
Equitable Salaries to adopt policies or guidelines which would prevent a full member of that Annual Conference 
from receiving the minimum salary which has been adopted by the Conference. We address only this issue. 
Such a policy or practice would be in violation of 442.1 and 722.9 of the 1984 Discipline.  
 Judicial Council Decision No. 579 states that "it is the duty of the Annual Conference to establish its 
own guidelines for payment of equitable salaries but these guidelines cannot establish a minimum salary and 
then provide the means by which that conference can avoid paying that minimum to persons in full connection 
... Every minister in good standing is entitled to the basic minimum salary as established by the Annual 
Conference."  
 The ruling of the bishop sustaining this principle is affirmed.  
Friday, October 23, 1987. 

Decision No. 579 
In Re: Constitutionality of Certain Provisions of Equitable Salary System Plan Adopted by the South Carolina 

Annual Conference. 

DIGEST OF CASE 
An Annual Conference must establish a basic minimum salary for members of the conference. The conference may not 
make rules which would deprive any member in good standing in the conference of basic minimum salary.  
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The South Carolina Annual Conference, in session June 4, 1986, voted to ask the Judicial Council for a declaratory 
decision on the constitutionality and legality of certain portions of its Conference Report #2 Equitable Salary Guidelines.  
Specifically, they requested that sections C, J, K, T and U be reviewed in relationship to 1984 Discipline Par. 722.9.  At 
an oral hearing April 23, 1987 at Scarritt College, Harry Kent and the Rev. T. N. Brittain appeared for the South Carolina 
Annual Conference.  

JURISDICTION 
The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under Discipline Par. 2615.  

ANALYSIS 
The Report of the South Carolina Annual Conference Commission on Equitable Salaries Contains these sections which 
have been referred to the Judicial Council.  
 C. The Annual Conference through its Equitable Salary Funds shall not pay in excess of thirty-five percent (35%) 
of the above amounts. The local charge shall be encouraged to pay the other sixty-five percent (65%). Exception will be 
allowed under the following conditions ....  
 J. The District Superintendent shall recommend the adjusted amounts which must be approved by the 
Commission on Equitable Salaries before payment can be made. This recommendation from the District Superintendent 
shall be accompanied by a form provided by the Equitable Salaries Commission and completed by the pastor, the 
Pastor-Parish Relations Committee and the District Superintendent indicating income from all sources. If the pastor does 
not return the signed application, no equitable salary supplement will be paid.  
 K. Six years is the normal number of years that a charge may receive equitable salary assistance. To receive 
equitable salary assistance beyond six years there must be a re-evaluation of the charge by the Cabinet and the 
Equitable Salaries Commission.  
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 T. The Commission of Equitable Salaries recommends that the following not be eligible for equitable support: 1. 
Retired supplies 2. Part-time local pastors 3. Pastors on leave of absence except as provided in continuing Resolution 
201. 4. Pastors not living within the bounds of his/her parish or who are not giving full-time service to that charge except: 
a. Students pursuing ministerial credentials. b. Pastors serving charges that provide no parsonages. c. A member of a 
clergy couple living with his or her spouse in one of the parsonages provided. 5. Special Appointments categories A, B, 
C as defined in Par. 443 of the 1984 Discipline: "Various special appointments within the itineracy of the United 
Methodist Church."  
 U. In accordance with Decision No. 492, the Judicial Council, a minister or member in good standing of the 
Annual Conference who is left without an appointment be entitled to full minimum salary and that this provision be 
subject to a six year limit.  
Discipline Par. 442 reads in part:  ". . . places upon the Church a counter obligation to provide adequate support for 
the entire ministry of the Church (Par. 717). The Church shall provide and the minister is entitled to receive not less than 
the equitable salary established by the Annual Conference for ministerial members according to provisions of Par. 722.3. 
" 
Discipline Par. 722.3 states: The commission shall carefully study the needs for additional ministerial support within the 
conference and the sources of income, and shall recommend annually to the conference for its action a schedule of 
minimum salaries for all full-time pastors, subject to such rules and regulations as the conference may adopt.  
 Once a minimum salary is established for the conference it becomes binding on the conference to guarantee 
that each full member in good standing of the conference receive that minimum salary, subject to the provisions of less 
than full-time service under Par. 436.  
 Each of the sections referred for Judicial Council consideration contains some device by which persons in full 
connection could be denied their total minimum salary. It is the duty of the Annual Conference to establish its own 
guidelines for payment of equitable salaries but these guidelines cannot establish a minimum salary and then provide 
the means by which that conference can avoid paying that minimum to persons in full connection.  
 The South Carolina Annual Conference states that the basis for this appeal is found "in the uncertainties we 
believe to be implicit in Judicial Council Decision Number 492."  
 We see no uncertainty in Decision 492. Discipline Par. 435 grants the right to an appointment. Decision 492 
says that if the minister in good standing was left without an appointment that minister was entitled to basic minimum 
salary. Therefore every minister in good standing is entitled to the basic minimum salary as established by the annual 
conference.  

DECISION 
The sections in the South Carolina Annual Conference Guidelines for equitable salaries C, F, K, T, and U which 
if implemented would result in a full member in good standing of the Annual Conference receiving less than the 
established minimum salary are null and void.  
Friday, April 24, 1987. 

Decision No. 1013 
In Re: Request from the California-Pacific Annual Conference for a Declaratory Decision on the Meaning, Application 

and Effect of ¶¶ 612 and 623 of the 2000 Discipline Concerning Minimum Base Compensation and Base Compensation 
Supplements for Clergy Support.  

DIGEST OF CASE 
The conference council on finance and administration must consult with the conference commission on equitable 
compensation before submitting a recommended budget to the annual conference for its approval. Consultation means 
that the conference commission on equitable compensation and the conference council on finance and administration 
will make good faith efforts to reach agreement on the amount of support necessary to fully fund minimum base 
compensation and base compensation supplements for clergy. The obligation of the annual conference is to establish 
the annual conference budget and provide for equitable compensation for all clergy members in good standing. The 
annual conference has the sole responsibility to adopt budgets of anticipated income and proposed expenditures for all 
funds to be apportioned to the churches, charges, or districts. The annual conference is required to support the schedule 
of minimum base compensation and base compensation supplements. This responsibility may not be delegated to or 
assumed by any other body.  

STATEMENT OF FACTS 
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The California-Pacific Annual Conference of The United Methodist Church requested a declaratory decision under the 
provision of ¶ 2610.2j of the 2000 Book of Discipline on the following question of church law: 
Under the provisions of ¶ 623.3 and .7 and in light of Judicial Council Decisions 90 and 179, must the Conference 
Council on Finance and Administration accept the amount determined by the Commission on Equitable Compensation 
as “required to support the schedule of minimum base compensation and base compensation supplements for the 
pastors, as adopted by the conference,” and recommend the amount to the Annual Conference in a budget for clergy 
support (¶ 612.1e); or may the Conference Council on Finance and Administration lower the amount determined by the 
Commission on Equitable Compensation as “required to support the minimum base compensation and base 
compensation supplements for the pastors, as adopted by the conference,” in its recommendation to the Annual 
Conference in a budget for clergy support? 
 In the spring of 2004, the Commission on Equitable Compensation (¶ 623.1) of the California-Pacific Annual 
Conference made a recommendation for the amount of budget needed to support the schedule of minimum base 
compensation (¶ 623.3). As required by ¶ 612, all budgetary recommendations relating to Clergy Support go the 
Conference Commission of Finance and Administration. The Conference Commission on Finance and Administration 
reduced the amount the Conference Commission on Equitable Compensation recommended as needed to support the 
schedule of minimum base compensation in its recommendation of a Ministerial Support Apportionment budget to the 
Annual Conference. A member of the Conference Commission on Equitable Compensation believed that this action was 
contrary to the 2000 Discipline. It was moved and the Annual Conference session voted to send to the Judicial Council 
the request for a Declaratory Decision on this question. 

Jurisdiction 
The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under ¶ 2610 of the 2000 Discipline. 

Analysis and Rationale 
Paragraph 612 of the 2000 Discipline states that:  
 The council [on finance and administration] shall recommend to the annual conference for its action and 
determination budgets of anticipated income and proposed expenditures for all funds to be apportioned to the churches, 
charges, or districts.  
 
 Additionally, ¶ 612.1(e) states that:  It [council on finance and administration] shall recommend to the annual 
conference an amount determined in consultation with the commission on equitable compensation to be used for 
compliance with the approved schedule of equitable base compensation for pastors. 
 Further, ¶ 623.7 states that:  In consultation with the commission on equitable compensation, the council on 
finance and administration shall recommend to the conference its estimate of the amount required to support the 
schedule of minimum base compensation and base compensation supplements for the pastors, as adopted by the 
conference. The conference council on finance and administration shall apportion the amount approved by the 
conference, as an item of clergy support to the districts or the charges as the conference may direct. 
 Further, ¶ 618 states that: Assumption of the obligations of the itinerancy, required to be made at the time of 
admission into the traveling connection, puts upon the Church the counter obligation of providing support for the itinerant 
ministry of the Church. In view of this, the claim for pastoral support in each pastoral charge shall include provisions for 
the support of pastors, district superintendents, bishops, and conference claimants. 
 Decision 579 states that: 
 An Annual Conference must establish a basic minimum salary for members of the conference. The 
conference may not make rules, which would deprive any member in good standing in the conference of basic minimum 
salary. (Emphasis added). 
 When preparing the budget to be presented to the annual conference, the Discipline under ¶ 623.7 requires 
that the conference council on finance and administration must consult with the conference commission on 
equitable compensation. The conference council on finance and administration must consult with the 
conference commission on equitable compensation before recommending to the annual conference its estimate 
of the amount required to support the schedule of minimum base compensation and base compensation 
supplements for the pastors, as adopted by the conference. Consultation, in this context, means that the conference 
commission on equitable compensation and the conference council on finance and administration will make good faith 
efforts to reach agreement on the amount of support necessary to fully fund minimum base compensation and base 
compensation supplements for clergy.  
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 The conference council on finance and administration then shall recommend to the annual conference for its 
action and determination budgets of anticipated income and proposed expenditures for all funds. The annual 
conference is obligated to establish a basic minimum salary for members of the conference and may not 
deprive any member in good standing of the conference minimum base compensation and base compensation 
supplements. (Decision 579).  
 The conference commission on equitable compensation must disclose the needs for minimum base 
compensation and base compensation supplements for all members in good standing. The conference council on 
finance and administration must take into account in the recommended budget to the annual conference the 
requirement for adequate support for the schedule of minimum base compensation and base compensation 
supplements. If there are adjustments in the conference council on finance and administration’s proposed 
budget to the annual conference, from the request made by the conference commission on equitable 
compensation, the conference council on finance and administration must provide to the annual conference the 
rationale for any proposed changes made. 
 The conference council on finance and administration must consult with the conference commission on 
equitable compensation. It is the sole responsibility of the annual conference to adopt budgets of anticipated income and 
proposed expenditures for all funds to be apportioned to the churches, charges, or districts. This responsibility may not 
be delegated to or assumed by any other body. 

Decision 
The conference council on finance and administration must consult with the conference commission on 
equitable compensation before submitting a recommended budget to the annual conference for its approval. 
Consultation means that the conference commission on equitable compensation and the conference council on 
finance and administration will make good faith efforts to reach agreement on the amount of support necessary 
to fully fund minimum base compensation and base compensation supplements for clergy. The obligation of the 
annual conference is to establish the annual conference budget and provide for equitable compensation for all 
clergy members in good standing. The annual conference has the sole responsibility to adopt budgets of anticipated 
income and proposed expenditures for all funds to be apportioned to the churches, charges, or districts. The annual 
conference is required to support the schedule of minimum base compensation and base compensation supplements. 
This responsibility may not be delegated to or assumed by any other body. 
 
 
 
 
Shamwange P. Kyungu was absent. C. Rex Bevins, the first clergy alternate, participated in this decision.  
Friday, April 29, 2005.  
 

Judicial Council Decisions Decision No. 1226 

In Re: Request from the General Conference for a Declaratory Decision as to the constitutionality of legislation Approved 
as Calendar Item 355 Regarding Guaranteed Appointments 

DIGEST OF CASE 
Security of appointment has long been a part of the tradition of The United Methodist Church and its predecessor 
bodies. Abolishing security of appointment would destroy our historic plan for our itinerant superintendency. 
Fair process procedures, trials and appeals are integral parts of the privilege of our clergy of right to trial by a committee 
and of appeal and is an absolute right which cannot be eradicated by legislation. The amendments to ¶ 337, as 
contained in Calendar Item 355, are unconstitutional and violate the third and fourth Restrictive Rules of the Constitution. 
The original ¶ 337 of the Discipline is restored and maintained and the changes made thereto at 2012 General 
Conference are null, void and of no effect. The amendment to ¶ 321, as contained in Calendar Item 352, is also declared 
repugnant to the Constitution and hence, unconstitutional. The original ¶ 321 of the Discipline is restored and 
maintained, and the changes made thereto by the 2012 General Conference are null, void, and of no effect. Calendar 
Item 358, the new transitional leave ¶ 354, is declared unconstitutional, and Calendar Item 359, which removed the 
language of a transitional leave from ¶ 354 of the Discipline, is also declared unconstitutional. The current language for a 
transitional leave as provided for in ¶ 354 is restored and maintained. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 
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The records of the 2012 General Conference reflect that Petition Number ; 
20303-MH ¶337-G deleted language that refers to security of appointment and added language that describes next 
steps if an elder or associate member is not continued under appointment. The Petition, Calendar Item 355, was 
amended and adopted by the Legislative Committee on Ministry and Higher Education. Calendar Item 335, as amended 
and adopted, was approved by the 2012 General Conference on May 5, 2012. The 2012 Session of the General 
Conference requested a declaratory decision from the Judicial Council regarding the constitutionality of the approved 
legislation (Calendar Item 355). Calendar item amended ¶ 337 of the 2008 Discipline to read as follows: 
Paragraph 337: 
“1. Ordained elders and persons who have been granted a license for pastoral ministry and who have been approved by 
vote of the clergy members in full connection may be appointed to local churches. All clergy members and licensed local 
pastors to be appointed shall assume a lifestyle consistent with Christian teaching as set forth in the Social Principles. 
2. Elders and deacons, associate members, provisional members, and persons licensed for pastoral ministry may be 
appointed to ministry settings that extend the ministry of The United Methodist Church and the witness and service of 
Christ’s love and justice in the world. They shall be given the same moral support by the annual conference as are 
persons in appointments to pastoral charges. Their effectiveness shall be evaluated in the context of the specific setting 
in which their ministry is performed. Such ministry settings shall include teaching, pastoral care and counseling, 
chaplaincy, campus ministry, social services, and other ministries so recognized by the conference Board of Ordained 
Ministry and approved by the bishop. 
a) Full connection and provisional member elders, associate members, and persons licensed for pastoral ministry may 
be appointed to Extension Ministries serving in ministries of pastoral care in specialized settings. See ¶¶ 326, 343-344 
for specific information about Extension Ministries. 
b) Deacons in provisional membership and full connection may be appointed to appointments beyond the local church 
that extend the witness and service of Christ’s love and justice in a ministry to both the community and the church. This 
ministry connects community and church and equips all Christians to fulfill their own calls to Christian service. See ¶¶ 
326, 328, 329, 331 for specific information about these ministries. 
c) All persons in such appointments shall: (1) be appointed to a setting that provides an appropriate support 
and accountability structure; (2) continue to be accountable to the annual conference for the practice of their ministry;  
(3) provide an annual report, including a narrative of their ministry, evidence of continuing education, and evidence of an 
annual evaluation in their setting; (4) maintain a relationship with a charge conference. 3. In the case that an elder or 
associate member in good standing is not continued under appointment one of the following steps shall be taken: 
a) If the elder is not continued because a missional appointment is not available, then the bishop shall recommend the 
elder to the Board of Ordained Ministry for transitional leave (¶354). b) If the elder is not continued because of 
ineffectiveness then the bishop shall initiate an administrative process in ¶361 at least 90 days prior to the annual 
conference. 4. a) Each annual conference shall quadrennially name a task force consisting of: four members named by 
the Conference Lay leader; at least two clergy members from the Board of Ordained Ministry nominated by the Chair of 
the Board of Ordained Ministry and elected by the clergy session; a superintendent named by the Bishop; and the 
Bishop. The task force shall meet annually to develop a list of criteria to guide the Cabinet and Bishop as they 
make missional appointments.  
b) The Cabinet shall report the following information annually to the Board of ordained Ministry Executive Committee: 1) 
those elders, provisional elders and associate members who have not received a full-time missional appointment and 
the rationale; 2) those elders, provisional elders and associate members who have not received an appointment for 
reasons of ineffectiveness and the steps which have been taken in the complaint process; 3) statistics by age, ethnicity 
and gender of elders who have not received a full-time missional appointment; 4) learnings that have been gleaned as 
appointment-making is carried out in a new way. This data will also become part of the agenda of the Committee on the 
Episcopacy at the conference and jurisdictional level. This data will also become part of the evaluation of bishops 
by the Committee on the Episcopacy at the conference and jurisdictional levels.” 
 From the records of the 2012 General Conference, as culled from page 2760 of the Daily Christian Advocate (DCA), 
May 5, 2012, a lay delegate made the motion to seek a declaratory decision from the Judicial Council and asked the 
specific question “Does Calendar Item 355 of the 2010 (sic) General conference removing guaranteed appointments to 
clergy violate either the third restrictive rule of the constitution under paragraph 19 by setting up a process that can do 
away with the authority of the episcopacy in our denomination and/or the fourth restrictive rule of the constitution, which 
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is paragraph 20, by taking away a right of clergy without a hearing, trial, or resort to any form of appeal and/or in violation 
of historical precedence to the contrary? “ The motion received more than the required 20% vote of the delegates of the 
2012 General Conference (Yes, 397; No, 341). An oral hearing was held on October 24, 2012, in Elk Grove Village, 
Illinois.Bishop Alfred Wesley Gwinn, Jr. appeared for the Council of Bishops. Frederick K. Brewington and John P. 
Feagins appeared. 

JURISDICTION 
The Judicial Council has jurisdiction under ¶2609.1 of the 2008 Discipline. 

ANALYSIS AND RATIONALE 
Paragraph 16.5 of the Discipline gives to the General Conference the power “To define and fix powers, duties and 
privileges of the episcopacy….” ¶16.16 of the Discipline gives to the General Conference the power “To enact such other 
legislation as may be necessary, subject to the limitations and restrictions of the Constitution of the Church”. Therefore, 
when the 2012 General Conference adopted Calendar Item 355, it was exercising its powers under these 
provisions of the Constitution. In the case before us, we are being asked to determine whether the removal of 
security of appointments violate the third and fourth restrictive rules of the Constitution. We observed that the specific 
question being asked the Judicial Council contains the phrase “guaranteed appointments.” This phrase is not found in 
the Discipline nor is it found in the revised ¶ 337. However, “guaranteed appointments” is a phrase frequently used by 
various speakers and writers (see the Report of the 2009-2012 Study of Ministry Commission, Advance Daily Christian 
Advocate pp. 1383-94, especially p. 1389). This has become a common phrase to describe security of appointment. 
Though the request for this Judicial Council decision relates specifically to Calendar Item 355 that changed ¶ 337 in the 
Discipline, we note that changes to ¶ 337 resulted in numerous other changes to other paragraphs in the Discipline. 
These other paragraphs were not cited in the request for the declaratory judgment. Changes in ¶ 337 (Calendar Item 
355) resulted from recommendations submitted by the Study of Ministry Commission. Other recommendations from 
this Commission that were approved by the 2012 General Conference included Calendar Item 359 (deletion of 
transitional leave from ¶ 354, which had allowed for clergy to request transitional leave under only a very limited 
provision transitioning from an extension ministry appointment to another appointment for a period lasting a maximum of 
12 months); Calendar Item 358 (establishing a new transitional leave, new ¶ 354, which includes a new provision that 
allows for transitional leave to be at the initiation of the bishop; allows transitional leave to be granted for reason other 
than not being appointed; lasting up to a maximum of 24 months; and, includes a new subdivision that states “that 
clergy on transitional leave of absence shall have no claim on conference funds”); Calendar Item 356 (allowing for an 
appointment to less than full time service, ¶ 338); and, Calendar Items 352 (eliminating security of appointment 
for associate members). Though relating to or growing out of the change to ¶337, none of these Calendar items were 
included in the request for constitutional review. However, we note that the parties in their briefs acknowledged that 
these Calendar Items were linked to the issue. Hence, they were addressed in the respective briefs. The Legislative 
Committee on Ministry and Higher Education also considered the elimination of ¶ 334 (Petition 20299, page 1423 
ADCA). Paragraph 334 contains similar language that was deleted in ¶ 337. The legislative committee 
rejected this petition, thus retaining the current disciplinary language in respect of security of appointment. 
The action of the 2012 General Conference in approving Calendar Item ¶ 355  changed ¶ 337 by the deletion of ¶ 337.1, 
the requirement that all elders in good standing shall be continued under appointment. The current ¶ 337.1, 
which was deleted, reads as follows: All elders in full connection who are in good standing in an annual 
conference shall be continued under appointment by the bishop unless they are granted a sabbatical leave, an 
incapacity leave (¶ 357), family leave, leave of absence, retirement, or have failed to meet the requirements for 
continued eligibility (¶ 334.2,3), provided that if the elder is appointed to serve in an affiliated relationship in a missionary 
conference (¶ 586.4.b) and that appointment is terminated by the bishop who presides in the missionary conference, 
than the responsibility for meeting this obligation rests with the bishop of the conference of which the elder is a member. 
Similar language in ¶ 334.1, which was retained, reads as follows: ...Every effective elder in full connection who is in 
good standing shall be continued under appointment by the bishop provided that if the elder is appointed to serve in an 
affiliated relationship in a missionary conference (¶ 586) and that appointment is terminated by the bishop who presides 
in the missionary conference, than the responsibility for meeting this obligation rests with the bishop of the conference of 
which the elder is a member. When reviewing legislation for constitutionality, we defer to the legislative authority of the 
General Conference. In reviewing acts of the General Conference for constitutionality, our first inclination is to save 
legislation, if at all possible, and not destroy it. See Decision 1210. The third and fourth Restrictive Rules state as 
follows: 
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¶ 19. Article III - “The General Conference shall not change or alter any part or rule of our government so as to do away 
with episcopacy or destroy the plan of our itinerant general superintendency. 
¶ 20. Article IV – The General Conference shall not do away with the privileges of our clergy of right to trial by a 
committee and of an appeal; neither shall it do away with the privileges of our members of right to trial before the church, 
or by a committee, and of an appeal. Security of appointment has long been a part of the tradition of The United 
Methodist Church and its predecessor bodies. Security of appointment for clergy in good standing was first articulated by 
the 1956 General Conference with the addition of ¶ 432.9: 
“Every traveling preacher, unless retired, supernumerary, on sabbatical leave, or under arrest of character, must receive 
an appointment.” This provision remained unchanged and untouched over the years and was retained in 1968 Discipline 
but rewritten as a result of the merger of The Methodist Church and The Evangelical United Brethren Church. The 
rewritten language appeared in ¶ 316 and ¶ 332 of the 1968 Discipline: ¶ 316. All ministerial members who are in good 
standing in an Annual Conference shall receive annually appointment by the bishop unless they are granted a sabbatical 
leave or a disability leave or in the supernumerary or superannuate relation. ¶ 332. ….Every effective member in full 
connection who is in  good standing in an Annual Conference shall receive an annual appointment by the bishop. 
This language remained consistent and in effect over the next 28 years, undergoing no radical or substantive changes 
other than excluding those who were formerly called “traveling preachers on trial”, minor grammatical change 
and moving it from one paragraph to another. In 1996 it was revised and removed to ¶ 328.1 and ¶ 325. 
¶ 328.1 All elders in full connection who are in good standing in an annual conference shall be continued under 
appointment by the bishop unless they are granted a sabbatical leave, a disability leave, family leave, a leave of 
absence, retirement, or have failed to meet the requirements for continued eligibility (325.2). 
¶ 325.1 ...Every effective elder in full connection who is in good standing shall be continued under appointment by the 
bishop. Over the next 16 years, the language has again remained consistent and unchanged, except for the addition of 
provisions relating to appointments in a missionary conference, ¶ 337.1 of the 2004 Discipline. In several cases, the 
Judicial Council has upheld and affirmed security of appointment as a characteristic of The United Methodist Church 
plan for itinerant general superintendency. In Decision 380 the Judicial Council held: There is no directly stated 
Constitutional right to an appointment. However, it is implicit in Constitutional provisions such as Restrictive Rule III 
(Par.17) which forbids the General Conference to destroy the plan of our itinerant general superintendency and 
Paragraph 59 which authorizes the bishops to appoint ministers to charges. It becomes explicit as an absolute right 
clearly set forth in ¶¶ 308.3, 316 and 391.10, disciplinary provisions which have long been a part of the 
tradition of the predecessor bodies of The United Methodist Church.” See Decision 380. Also see Decisions 459, 462 
and 492., Action of the 2012 General Conference in removing security of appointment would have the effect of 
overturning our historic security of appointment. In Decision 398, the Judicial Council stated that “Of course, the position 
is correct that no General Conference or Annual Conference or any other body may take any action that would change 
or alter the government of The United Methodist Church in such a fashion as to destroy the plan of the itinerant 
General superintendency.” Paragraph 337, as amended, is in conflict with ¶ 334, which was not amended 
by the 2012 General Conference and maintains security of appointment. Calendar Item 355 deleted the sentence…. “All 
elders in full connection who are in good standing in the annual conference shall be continued under appointment……..” 
Similar sentence in ¶ 334 was retained. Petition 20299 which had proposed to delete it was rejected by the legislative 
committee on Ministry and Higher Education. Paragraph 337 as amended is in direct conflict with ¶ 334 and cannot be 
reconciled with ¶ 334. There is no indication that the 2012 General Conference intended to repeal ¶ 334. Paragraph 334 
remained unchanged. 
Also, Calendar Item 352, which amended ¶ 321 by removing security of appointment for associate members, is also in 
direct conflict with ¶ 334. Paragraph 321 and ¶ 337, as amended, cannot coexist with ¶ 334 as they are incompatible; 
therefore, the amendments to ¶ 321 and ¶ 337, as contained in Calendar Items 352 and 355, must be declared 
unconstitutional. 
The fourth Restrictive Rule state as follows: 
¶ 20. Article IV – The General Conference shall not do away with the privileges of our clergy of right to trial by a 
committee and of an appeal; neither shall it do away with the privileges of our members of right to trial before the church, 
or by a committee, and of an appeal. The right to trial and appeal by our clergy members is an absolute right that 
has been expressed and upheld repeatedly by the Judicial Council. The right to appeal has been extended to instances 
where a clergy member has not been brought up on charges yet still has been determined to be unappointable or 
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otherwise unacceptable to be appointed. Decision 351 is worth noting in this respect: “Equally historic is the method for 
protecting the rights of ministers who are not under charges, against whom no formal accusations have been brought, 
and therefore for whom no trial is properly in order. This method has used longaccepted practices and procedures to 
determine the acceptability of a person for appointment to a parish in the church”. 
We have found no instance in which there have been provisions for not appointing clergy involuntarily to ministerial 
settings other than chargeable offenses or some form of unacceptability for appointment. In Decision 351 the Judicial 
Council stated “The United Methodist Church has a heritage of concern with the rights of persons. That concern has 
repeatedly made provision for the protection of the rights of its members and of its ministers.”  Calendar Item 358, the 
new ¶ 354, establishes a new transitional leave which allows for transitional leave to be at the initiation of the bishop 
rather than being restricted to the clergy’s initiative. It also allows clergy to be refused an appointment for reasons other 
than those related to some form of ineffectiveness, etc. The leave can last up to a maximum period of 24 months, 
without the clergy having any claim on conference funds. The right given to the bishop in this new provision to initiate 
and place provisional, associate and full members in good standing on transitional leave undermines the right to trial and 
appeal. Fair process procedures, trials and appeals are integral parts of the privilege of our clergy of right to trial by a 
committee and of appeal. In the instance of where a member is not under any formal trial, yet the annual conference is 
seeking to appoint said member to a status other than ministry appointment, certain safeguards and requirements have 
to be ensured. These include: That there is a thorough process of investigation, petition and hearing…; and, 
The elder must be determined to be unacceptable for appointment to a parish in the church. The new ¶ 354 lacks these 
mandatory requirements. This is unlike ¶ 355, which requires some form of accusation against the 
clergy member affecting their good standing in the annual conference. Moreover, a request for involuntary leave made 
by the bishop and the district superintendent automatically invokes the fair process procedures set forth in ¶ 362.2. 
Calendar Item 358, new transitional leave ¶ 354, is unconstitutional. Calendar Item 359 removing the language of a 
transitional leave from ¶ 354 of the Discipline is null and void and the current language for a transitional leave in 
¶354 is restored and maintained. 

DECISION 

Security of appointment has long been a part of the tradition of The United Methodist Church and its predecessor 
bodies. Abolishing security of appointment would destroy our historic plan for our itinerant superintendency. 
Fair process procedures, trials and appeals are integral parts of the privilege of our clergy of right to trial by a committee 
and of appeal and is an absolute right which cannot be eradicated by legislation. The amendments to ¶ 337, as 
contained in Calendar Item 355, are unconstitutional and violate the third and  . The original ¶ 337 of the Discipline 
is restored and maintained and the changes made thereto at 2012 General Conference are null, void and of no effect. 
The amendment to ¶ 321, as contained in Calendar Item 352, is also declared repugnant to the Constitution 
and, hence, unconstitutional. The original ¶ 321 of the Discipline is restored and maintained and the changes made 
thereto by the 2012 general Conference are null, void, and of no effect. Calendar Item 358, the new 
transitional leave ¶ 354, is declared unconstitutional and Calendar Item 359, which removed the language of a 
transitional leave from ¶ 354 of the Discipline, is also declared unconstitutional. The current language for a 
transitional leave as provided for in ¶ 354 is restored and maintained.  
Beth Capen was absent. Sandra Lutz, first lay alternate, participated in this 
decision. 
Saturday, October 27, 2012. 
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